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We at DONIC are proud of the trust that thousands of table 
tennis players have placed in the company since its inception 
25 years ago.

DONIC is currently regarded as one of the top table tennis brands in 
the world!

The DONIC principle. Excellent results are often based on simple 
principles. DONIC believes in quality, innovation, up-to-date tech-
nique and speed. DONIC’s tradition is to be FIRST on the market with 
new products. Innovations such as FORMULA DONIC rubber sheets 
or the blade technology of SENSO and DOTEC have added 
to DONIC’s fine reputation.

DONIC – a family owned company. Frank Schreiner, DONIC’s 
Managing Director and CEO and Karlheinz Schreiner the founder 
of the company were active players in the German Bundesliga. The 
head office is in Völklingen, Germany. DONIC also has a joint venture 
producing textiles in Zhongshan, China for some time

xdxsd

DONIC – stands for success: Numerous World and Europe-
an Champion titles have been achieved usingDONIC equip-
ment. The legendary Olympic Champion Jan-Ove Waldner and 
Jörgen Persson a multiple World Champion who have enjoyed 
their success using DONIC products, as have many other out-
standing players world-wide. This long established tradition con-
tinues with the success of German National Team player Dima 
Ovtcharov. Dima is currently European Men’s Singles Champion 
and European Games winner and is the highest ranked non-Chi-
nese player and the holder of many other championship titles.

     DONIC know-how and guaranteed quality.

    Before DONIC’s state-of-the-art products are launched,  
they have to undergo strict tests and controls. Our products    
    are distributed worldwide in more than 80 countries.

          Our trademark DONIC guarantees excellence...... 
              

                 WE CREATE SUCCESS!
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Champion TLC
Another table with the proven Twin Compact Technology. With the patented 
and well established closing mechanism of the DONIC World Champion TLC 
table. This new table is also constructed on a metal base. All individual met-
al parts are beautifully made and durable, functional, as well as attractive 
to look at. Like its “big brother”, the DONIC Champion TLC is solid and safe, 
whether used in play or parked. The table is delivered almost fully assem-
bled and in its own special box.

                                                                                             Our Price:  $1499

World Champion TLC
The official table of the 2006 Liebherr World Team Championships in Bremen 
and 2007 Liebherr European Championships in Belgrade. The highest qual-
ity standard and design. DONIC introduces the World Champion TC, a new 
generation of automatic tables with “Twin Compact technic”, which meets 
the highest requirements for safety, durability, set-up and playing character-
istics. A classic finish and the use of top quality solid metals guarantee high 
stability and a long-playing life.

                                                                                            Our Price:  $ 1899

Persson 25
We have developed a 25 mm high- quality top, which provides better contact 
between ball and table. Both table halves have a separate stable automat-
ic undercarriage. Minimum storage dimensions because of a special folding 
mechanism. All players - including Jörgen Persson, who gave the table its 
name - are really enthousiastic about the playing characteristics, technical 
standard and look of this table.

                                                                                           Our Price:  $1699
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Competion TablesCompetion Tables
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Donic Appelgren All+ World Champion 89
The employment of our unique 3D-technology and the most recent 
bio technology ensures that the handle is in perfect shape.
Perfect light allround blade for all types of players, irrespective of 
their playing standards.

Category: AR/AR+
Elasticity: speed-elastic
Thickness of ply: 6, 1 mm
7-ply
Weight: 80 g

Our Price: $92.95

Spruce Pressing Technology (SPT) “Made in Germany”
Our finest quality, produced by top craftsman in honour of the Swedish legends.

Top workmanship, made in Germany. The new World Champion 89 blade series is exceptional. It celebrates the 25th an-
niversary of Sweden winning the World Championships Team title in Dortmund in 1989 (in a historic 5-0 final win against 
China). DONIC is exclusively producing three new blades in Germany, in honour of the legends Jan-Ove Waldner, Jörgen 
Persson und Mikael Appelgren. Hand crafted and employing the most modern precision and technical know-how, in 
acknowledgement of the supreme mastery with which the Swedish Superstars played.

All three models have incorporated an Italian Spruce ply which is over 200 years old. This is combined with a 3mm strong 
centre veneer of Kiri and for the Appelgren All+ model, Ayous combined with a new Carbonfleece Zylong webbing (CF2), 
exclusive for DONIC.Only the finest saw plies of our own production are being used. These are more stable than the usual 
knife plies and are a guarantee that the blade retains its playing characteristics without the normal deterioration.

A specially developed drying procedure reduces the moisture content of all three types of blade from 12 to 16% to only 
4%, resulting in a stable and light blade (Waldner and Persson blades weighing approx. 85g and the 
Appelgren All+ blade only 80g approx.) Each individual blade is subjected to a special cold press for 24 hours. 
The employment of our unique 3D-technology and the most recent bio technology ensures 
that the handle is in perfect shape.

DONIC Ovcharov Feat
has qualities which will improve your play: Quality, lightness and 
feel. This unique German design has been lovingly hand made 
with selected materials guaranteeing a special feel that you will be 
delighted with. The flawless round handle fits comfortably into the 
hand due to the ergonomic shape. 

Category: AR / AR+ / OFF-
Elasticity: nearly stiff
Thickness of ply: 6.2mm
5 ply

Our Price: $92.95

Donic Persson OFF+ World Champion 89 
only the finest saw plies of our own production are being used. 
These are more stable than the usual knife plies and are a guarantee 
that the blade retains its playing characteristics without the normal 
deterioration.The fastest of the new blades. For players requiring a 
harder blade with basic high speed.

Control: 7, Speed 10+, 
Category: Off/Off+ ,
Elasticity: rigid
Thickness of ply: 6, 9 mm,
7-ply

Our Price: $92.95

Donic Waldner OFF World Champion 89 
Made for the greatest player off time waldner always had perfect 
balance in mind to acheieve great placement and flawless shots.
This is a fast blade but with great feel and ease of control. Designed 
for players who require a balance between speed and control.

Control: 7, Speed 10+, 
Category: Off/Off+ ,
Elasticity: rigid
Thickness of ply: 6, 9 mm,
7-ply

Our Price: $92.95
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Donic Baum Espirt
The blade of the reigning European Finalist, Patrick Baum. 
The artificial Aramid-Carbon fibre in combination with high 
quality woodplies ensure a precise ball return and outstanding 
offensive quality to the blade. In addition to being very fast, the 
Baum Esprit ensures maximum ball control in every playing 
situation. It is particularly suited for counter top-spinning 
and for touch play. This blade is ideal for attackers who 
value spin but require sufficient speed.

weight: 90 gr. 
Layers: 7 
lasticity: nearly stiff

Our Price: $62.95

Donic Waldner Legend Carbon
A new DONIC development - the blade you must have!
Fast and extremely light offensive blade. Having a larger “sweet 
spot” ensures premium control. The blade has been designed 
with great care. The choice of wood plies - Hinoki outer ply in 
combination with carbon layers and a soft inner ply provide 
stiffness for good topspin. Especially for close to the table at-
tackers who like to dominate.

weight: 85 gr. 
Layer: 5 
Elasticity: stiff

Our Price:$74.95

Donic Ovcharov  Carbospeed
This is the quickest model in the new blade series.
In its construction it is similar to the Waldner Legend Carbon, but 
differs slightly because of its somewhat thicker inner ply in com-
bination with a high class Hinoki outer play. It is a very fast carbon 
blade with great stiffness and almost impossible to break. Despite 
the high speed the blade is great fun to play with. For all out at-
tackers with hard top-spins who prefer to counter-attack.

weight: 88 gr. 
Layer: 7 
Elasticity: stiff

Our Price: $79.95
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Donic Persson Seven
A fine attacking blade from DONIC. Especially developed for 
modern, dynamic top spinners and has a soft feel when striking 
the ball. The 7-ply blade (Limba-Ayous-combination) has good 
feel and is very spinny. It also offers excellent control when hard 
top spins are required. The perfect blade for intelligent attack-
ers who vary their game and require spin, speed and maximum 
feel.

weight: 85 gr. 
Layer: 5 
Elasticity: stiff

Our Price: $49.95
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DONIC Bluefire M1
highly dynamic, extremly spinny top 
sheet. Recommended for top players 
or players who practice a lot and pre-
fer to use harder rubbers.

DONIC Bluefire M2
Excellent balance between speed, 
catapult effect and feel. Recom-
mended for Players who like to play 
with Medium Hard rubbers and at-
tach high importance to spin and 

DONIC Bluefire M3
Perfect adjustment of the soft ver-
sion with precise feel, excellent spin 
and perfect sound. Recommended 
for Players that prefer soft rubbers 
with perfect control and good speed. 

Donic Bluefire JP01
Extremely grippy, though elastic top 
surface rubber. Produces maximum 
spin and stays on the blade longer. 
Recommended for close to the table 
attackers as well as for those who 
like to play away from the table.

DONIC Bluefire JP02
Ideally suited for attackers and 
powerful allround players who re-
quire all these qualities in a rubber. 
perfectly combines spin, speed and 
control excellent feel; easy to play 
with and very forgiving

DONIC Bluefire JP03
Small changes to the structure of the 
sponge combined with a new pimple 
formation ensure that these Turbos 
have enhanced dynamic and spin 
qualities.

DONIC Desto F1
This is the fastest rubber from the 
DESTO Formula series. A high-tech 
product for well trained players of 
ability, who require more speed from 
their rubber.

DONIC Desto F2
This is the bridge between F3 and F1, 
giving great control at high speed. 
DONIC DESTO F2 is soft, has a good 
feel and the full sound of speed glue-
ing.

DONIC Desto F3
It is somewhat faster than a tradi-
tional spin elastic rubber. This rub-
ber is soft and dynamic, has excel-
lent control, and the sound of speed 
glue. 

DONIC Desto F1 “Plus” NEW
Desto F1 Plus is a further development of the 
first, much loved, Formula DONIC Desto F1 rubber 
sheet, with inbuilt speed glue effect. This slightly 
harder and speed optimised sponge ensures more 
dynamic, whilst retaining its fine playing qualities 
of a slightly flatter ball arc, plus an increased play-
ing life (Lifetime PLUS).

Color: Thick: 1.8-2.2

Color: Thick: 1.8-2.2 Color: Thick: 1.8-2.2 Color: Thick: 1.8-2.2

Color: Thick: 1.8-2.2 Color: Thick: 1.8-2.2 Color: Thick: 1.8-2.2 Color: Thick: 1.8-2.2 Color: Thick: 1.8-2.2

Color: Thick: 1.8-2.2

All rubbers $42.99!

All rubbers $42.99!
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Color: Thick: 1.8-2.2

Color: Thick: 1.8-2.2

Color: Thick: 1.8-2.2

Color: Thick: 1.8-2.2

DONIC Acuda Blue P1
New pimple geometry. Excellent ball return. Medium hard, 
the dynamic attacking version. For all out attackers.
A pleasure to play with, a rubber to be at ease with.

                                                                 Our Price: $44.95

DONIC Acuda Blue P2
New pimple geometry. Excellent ball return. Medium soft, 
all-round attacking version, the gold standard version of an 
all-round rubber. For offensive and power all-round players
higher degree of hardness.

                                                                 Our Price: $44.95

DONIC Acuda Blue P3
New pimple geometry. Excellent ball return. Super soft, 
excellent control with satisfying sound. For all-round players
A pleasure to play with, a rubber to be at ease with.

                                                                 Our Price: $44.95

DONIC Acuda Blue P1 TURBO
A packet of strength!
An impressive result of the most modern 
technology. The Acuda Blue P1 Turbo offers 
greater speed whilst retaining its legend-
ary control. All made possible by a unique 
new pimple formation. The P1 Turbo is the 
most dynamic and hardest rubber from the 
Acuda series. Since the distance between 
the pimples is wider and the pimples them-
selves are smaller, the rubber actually plays 
softer. A packet of strength for the uncom-
promising attacker who expects optimum 
speed and power combined with 
an easy feel.

Our Price: $54.95

Made in Germany.
Sponge hardness: medium
Surface: spin-elastic

Control: 7-
Speed: 10++
Spin: 10+++
Category: OFF/OFF+
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POLO-SHIRT
COOPER

POLO-SHIRT
COOPERFLEX

POLO-SHIRT
CALIFORNIA

POLO-SHIRT
 ORBIT

POLO-SHIRT
ORBITFLEX

POLO-SHIRT
ATLANTA

POLO-SHIRT
CALIFORNIAFLEX

SHIRTS DONIC
 COLLECTION SHIRTS DONIC

 COLLECTION
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Size: S-XXXL / Price:$39.99 Size: S-XXXL / Price:$49.99 Size: S-XXXL / Price:$39.99

Size: S-XXXL / Price:$49.99 Size: S-XXXL / Price:$39.99 Size: S-XXXL / Price:$49.99

Size: S-XXXL / Price:$39.99 Size: S-XXXL / Price:$49.99 Size: S-XXXL / Price:$39.99

Size: S-XXXL / Price:$39.99 Size: S-XXXL / Price:$49.99
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  SHORT STRIKE DRIFT SPECTRIS

  SHORT
 CAMO

  SHORT
 CHILLY SHORT

BASIC

VIPER MINNESOTA

SHORTS DONIC
 COLLECTION

TRACK DONIC
 COLLECTION SUITS
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Size: S-XXXL / Price:$19.99 Size: S-XXXL / Price:$19.99 Size: S-XXXL / Price:$19.99

Size: S-XXXL / Price:$24.99 Size: S-XXXL / Price:$24.99 Size: S-XXXL / Price:$14.99

Size: S-XXXL / Price:$79.99 Size: S-XXXL / Price:$79.99 Size: S-XXXL / Price:$79.99

Size: S-XXXL / Price:$99.99 Size: S-XXXL / Price:$99.99
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  WWW.DONIC.COM
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